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AVIONICS
MODERNIZATION
– from project concept to completion
„The fundamental principle of transportation is its safety”
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News for GA – AVIONICS GARMIN

Ladies and Gentlemen!
Dear Readers !
As usual,the next passing year invites us to reflect – did
we manage to realize everything that we had planned,
what worked successfully and what did not ?
We have also made a brief review in our „Drabpol
Avionics” department, but focusing on the goals that
we acheved. Certainly, the most imortant was obtaining
the right to conduct trainings for operators of MX
turrets (L3 Harris). We obtained this right after a twoweek training that took place at manufacturer's
headquarters in Canada.
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In the past year, we also established cooperation with
two new business partners, becoming their
representative on the Polish market. The first of them is
an Izraeli company, Bet Shemesh Engines that deals
with the repairs of engines for military and civil aviation.
Our second partner is the American company – Gogo
Business Aviation – a leading manufacturer of inflight
connectivity and entertainment solutions for BA
aircraft.
We hope that the upcoming year will bring us a lot of
challenges and interesting projects – about which we
will inform our Readers in our newsletter.
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Collins Aerospace dealers meeting in Lisbon on October 8 - 9

NEWS FOR BUSINESS
AVIATION MARKET
At the invitation of our partner, the American Collins Aerospace
company, we took part in the global meeting of dealers for the first time
after ownership changes of this avionics manufacturer.

The newest integrated Pro Line Fusion
system was presented at the conference.

AVIONICS | EVENTS
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International Arms & Security Fair in Kiev
October 8 –12

Defence and security
solutions
In the last year we debuted as an exhibitor at the International Arms & Security Fair in Kiev.
This is the second fair in the Ukrainian capital at which we promote our defense solutions.
A year ago, we were present at the AVIASVIT-ХХІ fair.
The theme of this event mainly included
equipment and armament, dedicated
to military services, both land and air,
police, border and customs guards.

For the first time at the fair, we also had the opportunity to promote training that we
can independently conduct for operators of MX L3 Harris electro-optical systems.
After training in the manufacturer's headquarters in the last summer, we have the
authorization to train operators of MX turrets and O-level service personnel.

Our company has been present on the
Eastern market for several years.
Thanks to the certificates and authorizations we have obtained, we take part
in foreign tenders and implement longterm contracts for the supply of goods
and services for land forces, military
aviation, police and border guards.

At Arms & Security, we promoted these solutions together with our partner Mike
Rogers from L3 Harris.

At our stand, we mainly promoted L3
Harris electro-optical observation systems, dedicated to manned and unmanned air vehicles. The L3 Harris Technologies solutions themselves are well
known in the Ukrainian Armed Forces.
In Kiev we presented the mock-ups of
the MX-10 and MX-15 systems. The
lightest imaging system among all L3 elop turrets - the MX-8 is also noteworthy.
It provides high-quality images and has
a low weight and small size.
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Installation of Garmin avionics on the Cessna 172H
aircraft from Aero club of Ziemia Lubuska

CESSNA with the new
avionics for training
In the last autumn, our PART 145 Maintenance Organization completed the modernization
of the avionic equipment of the Cessna 172H aircraft, belonging to the Aero Club of Ziemia
Lubuska, which we have been cooperating with for many years.
This aeroplane, intended for training,
had an aviation incident a few years
ago, after which, unfortunately, for a
long time she waited for the repair of
the airframe.
This was made by Aviation Services,
a company known on the market, cooperating with us, based in Warsaw
Babice airfield.
Although avionics did not suffer much
damage, it represented the standards
of the 70s and 80s of the 20th century,
i.e. it was obsolete.
Comprehensive aircraft repair gave the
opportunity to replace the old avionics
equipment with the latest systems at a
reasonable price and in a reasonable
configuration.
This modernization was based on the
Type Approval obtained by the manufacturer for this type of aircraft. Our PART
145 organization uninstalled the old
mechanical flight instruments and re-

AFTER MODERNIZATION
placed them with two Garmin G5 displays with full HSI. The proven, but already old
Bendix King KX 155 NAV/COM system has been replaced with the popular Garmin GNC
255A navigation equipment.
We have replaced the "lever" audio panel with a separate intercom with Garmin
GMA 342 audio panel with a built-in marker receiver and a 4-place intercom system.
Cessna was also equipped with the most common Garmin GTN 650 WAAS GPS NAV /
COM with touch screen – a device upgrading
aircraft configuration from an analog IFR to an
aircraft that meets PBN conditions. In addition,
the Kannad ELT 406AF-Compact was installed
and the aircraft is compliant with the new
regulations that impose an obligation to have
an ELT.

BEFORE MODERNIZATION

From the previous avionics, only the Mode S GTX
328 transponder and engine instruments remained, they are sufficient for aircraft operation
but perhaps in the near future the Aero Club will
decide to replace them.

AVIONICS | EVENTS

New instrument panels were also created during the replacement of avionics. We replaced the old panels with beige
finish with the grey, matte panels, prepared for the new
equipment.
Please note that in addition to the new avionics, the repaired
aeroplane has been repainted, she has also had thoroughly
refreshed seats, upholstery and rugs.
She can be safely stated that training Cessna got younger by
some 30 years and began training duties with new energy.

The old instrument panels with beige finish were replaced with the new
grey ones during modernization. They are prepared for the installation of
new equipment.

PILOTS, PASSENGERS, CREW,

LEND US YOUR EARS
And save your hearing
STORY BY DAVE HIGDON
Source: Avionics News, June 2018.
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WHERE AVIATION
HEADSETS
ARE CONCERNED, THE
PROSPECTIVE BUYER
SHOULD FOCUS ON
PERFORMANCE,

AS WELL AS
COMFORT AND
COSTS.
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News for GA – AVIONICS

Garmin Introduces the GWX™ 75R
Aviation Weather Radar
Garmin is pleased to announce the
GWX™ 75R, a new version of the GWX
75 designed for aircraft with limited radome space. The GWX 75R offers the
reliability and clarity of the GWX 75, but
with a smaller lateral scan range requirement.

Intended for a wide range of fixed wing aircraft and
helicopters, the Doppler-based, solid-state GWX 75R
incorporates exceptional range and a high-definition
color palette that features four times more color
contouring than traditional aviation weather radars on
the market.
Boasting a solid-state design, GWX 75R offers reduced
power consumption and extended life compared to
earlier generation, magnetron-based weather radars.
GWX 75R offers a range of 320 nautical miles, horizontal
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scan angles of up to 90 degrees, and pilot-adjustable sector
scanning. GWX 75R also retains vertical scan capabilities, which
allows the pilot to focus on storm tops, gradients, and storm
cell build-up at various altitudes.
GWX 75R is compatible with select Garmin integrated flight
decks, GTN™ series touchscreen navigators, and TXi series
flight displays. The GWX 75R utilizes a receiver/transmitter

known as the GWX Processor R, which is designed with a near
identical footprint as the GWX 70R, simplifying a replacement
of an existing GWX 70R installation.
Optional features, such as turbulence detection and ground
clutter suppression, are also available with GWX 75R. Units can
be ordered now and will ship late January. Please contact your
sales manager with any questions.

®

G1000 NXi Upgrade Available
for Embraer Phenom 100
Garmin is pleased to announce that the G1000 NXi integrated flight deck, successor to the
popular G1000 flight deck, is now available for the Embraer Phenom 100 business jets
equipped with the Prodigy Flight Deck.
The G1000 NXi flight deck offers aircraft owners and operators
an array of modern features, including wireless connectivity,
SurfaceWatch™ runway monitoring technology, visual approach guidance, HSI map, and more. The displays and controller
also preserve the same footprint and connectors so time to
complete the G1000 NXi upgrade is minimized.
A wealth of modern integrated flight deck features and
benefits accompany the G1000 NXi upgrade in the Phenom
100. In addition to a new, faster processor and sharper display,
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wireless connectivity is available as standard with the Flight
Stream 510. The Flight Stream 510 provides Connext® technology, enabling the wireless transfer of aviation databases from
the Garmin Pilot™ app on a mobile device to the G1000 NXi.
Additional wireless capabilities include two-way flight plan
transfer, the sharing of traffic and weather in ADS-B equipped
aircraft, GPS information, back-up attitude information and
more between the G1000 NXi and the Garmin Pilot, FltPlan Go
and ForeFlight Mobile applications.

GFC 500 is intended for single-engine
piston aircraft, while GFC 600 is intended for high performance piston single/twinengine and turbine aircraft that
have a wide range of speed and performance characteristics.
Aircraft models now approved for the
GFC 500 autopilot include:
! Cessna 182RG; Models: R182, FR182,
TR182
Aircraft models soon to be approved
for the GFC 600 autopilot include:
! Piper PA-46; Models: 310P JetPROP,
350P JetPROP (Only JetPROP Aircraft
Modified by STC # ST00541SE)
! Socata TBM; Models: 700, A, B, C1, C2,
N (TBM 850)

New GFC 600 Features

Garmin Adds GFC™ 500/
GFC 600 Aircraft Approvals
Garmin is pleased to announce it has received Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) Supplemental Type
Certification (STC) for the GFC 500 autopilot in the Cessna
182RG. Additionally, the FAA and EASA STC approval is
expected imminently for the GFC 600 autopilot in the Piper
PA-46 310P/350P JetPROP and Socata TBM 700/850.
When properly equipped, GFC 600 will also offer additional features in the TBM
700/850, including Emergency Descent Mode (EDM) and Low Bank Mode. GFC 500
and GFC 600 deliver superior in-flight characteristics, selfmonitoring capabilities and
minimal maintenance needs when compared to older generation autopilot systems.

With the approval of the GFC 600
autopilot in the TBM 700/850, new
features will be introduced to GFC 600.
Low Bank mode will help increase
passenger comfort by automatically
lowering the autopilot roll limit at
higher altitudes. A separate switch may
also be used by the pilot to activate/deactivate Low Bank Mode at any
altitude. Additionally, GFC 600 equipped TBM 700/850 aircraft will also
feature Emergency Descent Mode
(EDM). In the event an aircraft loses
cabin pressurization, EDM is capable of
automatically descending the aircraft
to a preset altitude without pilot intervention to help avert hypoxic situations. Please note, a G600 TXi flight
display is required for installation of GFC
600 in the TBM 700/850.

NEWS IV QUARTER
>

We delivered and replaced the BAT 200 battery for
Robinson R44 helicopter.

>

We upgraded the avionics on Cessna 172 of Aero Club of
Ziemia Lubuska. The new avioncs set includes: Kannad
406AFCompact ELT, AV-200 antenna, CI-105 antenna,
1394T100-10RZ sideslip indicator and new glareshield.

>

We delivered the new Jeppensen card leader (necessary
for the performed upgrades) to 23rd Air Tactical Base in
Mińsk Mazowiecki .

>

We equipped the Mi-8 helicopter from Police Aviation
with Artex ELT battery.

>

The card unlocking HSVT was installed on Robinson R-44
helicopter from DIAMOND MODULE copmany.

>

The Pilatus PC 12 /45 of Cracovia Air company was equipped with the new Garmin avionics: 2 GTN 750 systems,
2 GA35 antennas, GTX345 transponder, GMA350c audiopanel and 2 International Database cards.

>

We delivered GTN 650 nav system and GA35 antenna and
International Database card for Cessna 172S airplane.

>

We will upgrade Cessna 152 of Aero Club of Ziemia
Lubuska with the Garmin avionics: GA 35 antenna, GNC
255A radio, GMA 340 antenna, GMA 342 audiopanel, GTX
335 transponder, A-30 encoder, G5 EFIS and G5 HSI
w/GAD. The installation will take place in 2020.
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